Old friends Tubby (Tubby) and Pete the Piccolo (conducted gently by Tony Mathews) meet up to practice for their parts in Monday night’s BC Band Concert in Harvey Auditorium. Tickets are on sale at Booth’s and Philip’s at 50 cents for students.

**BC’s Litter Problem Subsides With Urn Use, Poster Campaign**

A Urn Special Report by Marilyn Valantine

Campus litter conditions have improved a great deal within the past four or five days, according to Dr. Eil Sisson, dean of administration. Thanks can be given to the students for their cooperation with the campus-wide Kudzu Club poster campaign that began last week.

This campaign has been started as a helpful reminder to students who on the first three days or so of school literally threw their cigarette butts and paper on the campus, coffee cups and paper in the swimming pool left and right. The “urine on the table” play on words was some writing on the doors itself for attendance of only one day on the new campus.

**Urn’s Donated**

A week ago the Kudzu Club donated several “Johny” cigarette urns to the new campus. Since it is permissible for students to smoke on campus as it is asked that students place their cigarette butts and paper in their own urine or in the campus’ cigarette receptacles, smoking the tobacco over the ground and carrying the paper to the nearest trash can is still a need for some students, although this is generally in the Humanities area.

In addition to the new trash cans that were placed on the campus previously in the music, big canvas curtains have been placed in which students and faculty are expected to deposit their papers, cans, trash, etc.

**Ceremonies Improved**

The ceremonies have been improved, according to Miss Valentine, Valens, director of student activities. There are still some paper cups which caused some bloo to get from the water but left on some of the tables and on the ground by a few forgetful students. The swimming pool area has been cleaned out and is now roped off.

There is still smoking on the first east and west of the swimming pool.

There have been some cases of students standing that the pool has been used throughout the swimming areas are not for swimming purposes. As long as the pool doesn’t have athletic use, this will be only revocable, but, at Dale Speckle, student body president remind us. We may have to have a doctor out there to check each one’s feet before he can go swimming.

**Debaters Competing For National Talk Title**

BC’s four top debaters and their catch are currently participating in the national Phi Beta Pi, Phi Delta Debate tournament in Ogden, Utah.

The Bakersfield College debaters, Dennis Day, Dan Dunn, Priscilla and Carol Mosby and their coach, Miss Phyllis Johnson, yesterday were in San Francisco bound for a meeting in San Francisco, California. They have been in Ogden to participate in the tournament which started Tuesday. It lasts three days.

**Day and Dunn Team**

The debaters will enter several divisions. Participating in our debate, will be the teams of Day and Dunn and in women’s debate, Priscilla and Carol.

Dunn will also enter the monostory division of and speak on “The American Way,” which is in semantics and politics. Carol will enter the women’s category and will deliver an oration on Peter Marshall.

Day is entering the men’s categories constitutes and Priscilla the women’s categories constitutes.

**Last Chance For Girls**

“Hey or not hey? Yes, girl, if you’re in at all, are you sure you’re going to dine at Loy Veas on nothing right along with your gals to come on BC’s first gals’ date dinner. Loy Veas sponsors the dinner on Friday, April 20, (note the change in the first Star Date) at noon for $1.50. The informal affair will be held in the Bakersfield High Cafeteria from 11:30 to 12:30 P.M. Everyone has been invited as there is no entrance charge. Only a limited number of tickets are available, hence it is suggested that interested girls go to the main office early to get their’s.

**Joyce Wins Queen Title**

The queen will reign over spring sports and will also be the representative for the College of Science at the Homecoming in July. Joyce Mathews has won the title of Spring Sports Queen in bowling, track, tennis, football, women’s basketball, men’s basketball, and baseball. Joyce is an excellent student and a member of the Women’s Athletic Board.

**Hold That Rope**

BC’s Dale Spicklef and Jim Safford seem to have found a rather dramatic and unusual solution to the problem of getting from one place to the next on this hilly campus. Shows what can happen when you believe those “Approved Short Cut” signs.
Beanery Woes Aired; Future Sees Solution

by Linda Kitchin

A public opinion poll of the members of the Beanery, a local high school girls' column, has revealed that the members are not satisfied with the current state of their organization. The poll, conducted by the school's journalism class, showed that the majority of the members feel that the Beanery is not providing them with the opportunities they seek.

The Beanery, which is an informal organization that meets weekly to discuss local news and current events, has been in existence for several years. However, in recent months, members have expressed dissatisfaction with the direction of the group.

When asked about the future of the Beanery, some members expressed hopes for increased participation and greater visibility in the school. Others, however, were more pessimistic, expressing concern about the sustainability of the organization.

Several members suggested that the Beanery could benefit from a leader who could inspire and guide the group. Others proposed the idea of forming a new club that would better meet the needs of its members.

In conclusion, while the Beanery has faced some challenges in recent months, there is hope that it can continue to evolve and provide a valuable forum for students to engage in meaningful discussion.
Noon Diners, Dancers, Musicians elbow for space in BC Gym

BC's student body is currently gathering in the Great Hall, getting out conditions by dancing, eating, and the like. The noise level in the gymnasium is at a high point. The gym is packed with people, and the music is loud. The students are enjoying themselves, and the atmosphere is lively.

Black Friday 13th Arrives Tomorrow, Gives Shuddering BCites Bad Time

Apparatus? If, perhaps you should have been there, the students in BC's gymnasium yesterday at lunchtime during their scheduled class time. The gym was full of people, and the noise level was high. The music was loud, and the atmosphere was tense. The gym was packed, and the students were getting out of control.

Jaggard, After 27 Years at BC To Retire at Semester's End

By Linda Pehrson

City: Instructor, a favorite among students and faculty for 27 years, will retire from BC at the end of this fall term. Jaggard has been a beloved figure on campus, respected for his knowledge and teaching skills.

Jaggard has taught a variety of subjects at BC, including history, politics, and literature. He is known for his engaging teaching style and his passion for the subject matter. He has been a mentor to many students over the years and has helped shape their academic and professional lives.

Jaggard's retirement will be a loss for BC, but his impact on the campus will continue to be felt for years to come. He has left a lasting legacy on campus and will be greatly missed.
Renegade Rip

Those 'Bermuda Shorts' Open Debate; BCites Tell Various Views in Rip Poll

Conservatives here奋 for and think the BC community should ban Bermuda shorts because they are sometimes worn in a too-revealing manner. However, Liberals are strongly against this move and have said that they value freedom of expression. Many students seem to feel that there is a time and place to wear Bermuda shorts which will show.

Letter to the Editor

It seems to me the following: the BC community should make a decision on this issue and then abide by it. If we are to have freedom of speech, we must also have freedom to wear what we choose. I believe that this is a personal decision and not one that should be made by the community as a whole. This is just my opinion, and I would like to know what others think about this issue.

P.S. We are well pleased with your new logo. It is a great addition to the newspaper and shows that you are serious about your work.

The Community Daily

Coffee Break with the Staff

It's time to take a break from the day and enjoy a cup of coffee. Whether you're working or just need a little refueling, our staff is here to provide you with a warm and inviting atmosphere. Come join us and enjoy a conversation with your favorite staff member.

The Renegade Daily

Dig Those Crazy Legs!

The pioneering spirit is certainly hard at work at Baker College. Those hardy Bermuda Short-wearers prove that a good spirit is certainly for from dead field College, as the hardy Bermuda Short-wearers prove. Dole Borer and his conservative looks derisively on the nickels in the pocket. The conservative looks derisively on the nickels in the pocket.

SNAPPY SERVICE

By Bibi

Close to Our Campus

Coffee Break with the Staff

Good Hot Food for You

Columbus & River Blvd.

Beef Burger: 25c for 99c
Cheese Burger: 25c (5 for $1.24)

MOONEY'S

UNION AVE. AT 23rd

ORDER BY ELECTRONIC SYSTEM

Bud & Cal's

Signal Service

111 Bombard

Complete Care of Your Car

Tire Change

Washing

Brake Work

Free Pick-Up and Delivery

Phone FA 5-9518

Racquetmen Lose

The Renegade Rip's net is almost entirely his own business. Joe Gallagher, president of the Racquetmen Club, said that he is planning to expand the club's facilities and increase its membership. Joe Gallagher is a strong supporter of the club and is working hard to ensure its success.

Girl of the Month

Karen Taylor, from the basketball and tennis teams, has been chosen as the Girl of the Month for April. Karen is 18 years old and is a freshmen student at Baker College with an education major.

电话: FA 5-0054
SPRING USHERS IN NEW MEN'S, FEMME'S FASHIONS

Coeds Drag Out Old Clothes;
Check the Latest in Styles

Spring has arrived for the fashion, too, and a youngster's fancy turns to fashions. The spring coat is a popular hit with new designs and drapes. With spring weather ensuing, the girls begin to get their spring and summer clothes "dressed up" and try to drive as if they'll be on a train with the latest hitches. The coat is the main garment during the weekend or trip, and the outfit is completed with sock styles ranging from the long drab type to the shorter, sporty type.

The very popular heelless boot is now being worn by the latest. The popular type of boot has a low heel and a cutout side. This boot is very much in style and a favorite with the latest fashion girls. The boot is worn with a long skirt or with a short skirt, depending upon the occasion. The heelless boot is also popular with the latest fashion girls, as it is a very comfortable and stylish type of boot.

One fashion that is also popular with the latest fashion girls is the dress. The dress is a favorite with the latest fashion girls, as it is a very comfortable and stylish type of dress. The dress is usually worn with a low heel and a cutout side. This boot is very much in style and a favorite with the latest fashion girls. The boot is worn with a long skirt or with a short skirt, depending upon the occasion. The heelless boot is also popular with the latest fashion girls, as it is a very comfortable and stylish type of boot.

Back to the Flappers

Flapper clothing and accessories are now being worn by the latest fashion girls. The popular type of clothing is the flapper dress, which is very loose and comfortable. The dress is usually worn with a low heel and a cutout side. This boot is very much in style and a favorite with the latest fashion girls. The boot is worn with a long skirt or with a short skirt, depending upon the occasion. The heelless boot is also popular with the latest fashion girls, as it is a very comfortable and stylish type of boot.

WICKERSHAM'S JEWELERS
1331 9th Street

La Cresta Studio

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

Le Bock

Winners-Pilot Model

Set for Summer

Though the weather in Berkeley has been acting like a lovingly, the calendar's rays' deftly map out. Relating it as left to right: Oil Highways, Ted Chambers, and Gerry Gill

Men's Styles Continue to Change;
Glen Plaids New Light Suits

Spring has sprung. Fashion is on the way out. The latest trends are the dropping skirts and the short-sleeved blouses. The latest styles are the arrowhead and the fan necktie, and the shorter hair. The latest accessories are the sunglasses and the wide-brimmed hats.

Flower Season Wear

Though lovely LC may have the flower song of the Admini- stration Reading Panel to draw attention to the latest additions to the campus, the student body has its own ways of wearing the flower fashion. The flower season is in full swing at the moment, and the campus is a sea of colors. The student body is known for its love of flowers, and the latest fashion is to wear them on clothing, in hair, and even on the face. The latest trend is to wear flowers in the hair, and the campus is a sea of colors. The student body is known for its love of flowers, and the latest fashion is to wear them on clothing, in hair, and even on the face. The latest trend is to wear flowers in the hair, and the campus is a sea of colors. The student body is known for its love of flowers, and the latest fashion is to wear them on clothing, in hair, and even on the face. The latest trend is to wear flowers in the hair, and the campus is a sea of colors.
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Coach Grant Abdullah's Bishoppals own the record of LA Valley. This Tuesday after dropping two games, the Tech. Fishers, 7-2 and 7-1, both under the 1956 Mutuals, are two games out in the first inning. After the 7-2 loss, the Tech. Fishers move up.

Bishoppals tied two times in their half of the second inning by John Wissert and Ben Adams, both Tech. Fishers. Bob Adams then got a sacrifice fly to put the game out of the Tech. Fishers.

D.J. Paul Espitia shut out the Tech. Fishers.

Steve Paul Espitia's win.
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**Why Not Here?**

This week's rash of midterms is putting a number of Bakersfield College students in quite a predicament; they find themselves saddled with as many as three tests in one day, every consecutive period, with perhaps the next day devoid of any test or maybe with one or two more.

This situation is bad in two ways. Students have responsibilities other than scholastic ones, and forcing them to study for three tests in one night works quite a hardship on them; and second, it is very difficult to keep the information for three tests in one's mind at the same time tends to cut down the performance in all.

During finals week, co-ordinated scheduling of tests has resulted in better concentration on "one thing at a time" and thus taking a lot of pressure off the students, naturally raising their grades. The same thing has been tried for midterms at larger universities. Why not here?

**Chivalry Dies As Rains Subdue New Bakersfield College Campus**

**by Dave Green**

Chivalry is dead. It died on the muddy field surrounding Bakersfield College two weeks ago. The rains came. And then soon the beautiful parking lot was a vast sea of mud. Main campus students turned their noses (most of them Cadillacs) into this sea of mud, charging their nick and nickel without a thought of the great disaster that awaited them when they stepped out.

But not everyone stepped. It wasn't hard to see everyone. The students took up their chaps very quickly. Others, however, formed around, and fairly were left from sight (teachers were worth the absence of their classes). Some of the 'more sensitive' students, sensing the danger, remained in their cars, their little symbolics distanced with Quando.

Five BC'ers At Confab

The BC'ers are currently attending the busiest, most important event of the California Junior College Student Government Association on Catalina Island. The combines run through Saturday.

Purpose of the conference is to bring the six-time problems that exist in member colleges so that other colleges may improve ways to solve them, according to ASCB President Dale Spilker. Attending with Spilker are Mary Lou Noonan, director of activities; Larry Schmitt, student representative; Bill Ronkshen, Soph Class president; and Dennis Day.

Save some receipts? They may prove profitable merchandise.

The bookstore is having a drawing every two weeks for the remainder of the year. The holder of the lucky ticket will receive $5 in merchandise.

Each time a student takes a purchase, he is given a receipt with a number on it. The 200, with the same number, is placed in a box from which the lucky ticket is drawn.

The drawing will be held either at the bookstore or at the student assemblies. You do not have to be present to win. The winning ticket will be posted in the student store for three days after it is drawn. If the matching receipt is not brought in within that time, another ticket is drawn.

The exact date of the first drawing has not been set, but it will be around May 1. The book store, under the management of Paul Grant, is located in the gym.